RECOMENDATION LETTER FROM CLIENT - July 30, 2008
Dear Jim,

From my personal experience, I think that you are the best custody and divorce attorney in
Memphis.
Please let this letter serve as a very strong recommendation letter for anyone trying to decide which lawyer to
hire.
Thank you very much for everything you did to help my children and me. After ten years of a horrible situation and
a huge amount of money spent during five prior lawyer’s failings, I finally found you. You won my custody case.
You turned everything around. You made a huge difference in my life and the lives of my children. I was shocked
when my ex husband got custody of my children 10 years ago and I kept losing many additional hearings for
custody over a 10 year period. I walked out of court completely devastated over and over again on four separate
occasions for 10 years. I thought, “I am a very good mother, how can this happen”? How? When your lawyer and
you get over-powered by very aggressive, very expensive lawyers - that’s how! I thought the best parent always
won. Now I know that I never had a lawyer that could do the necessary work to win. I did not have Jim Fisher. You
had so much to over come on my case and so much to turn around -- and you did it! Many people advised me how
hard it would be to change custody after custody decisions were made by the Judge in favor of my ex and orders
were signed after numerous hearings over a period of 10 years. It seemed almost impossible to fix -- but you did
turn my case around and win custody for me after I hired you, and now I have primary legal and physical custody
of my wonderful children. Please let this letter serve as a very strong recommendation letter for anyone trying to
decide which lawyer to hire. If you want to have the best opportunity to win your case, hire Jim Fisher. You won
my very difficult custody trial in 2008 against a top lawyer that charged a huge fee. I know - as a fact - that you did
the same thing for a friend of mine – you won another very difficult custody trial in 2006 against a top lawyer who
charged a huge attorney fee in that case. Your attorney fees are very reasonable, and you provide a great service
because you care about your clients and their children.
Sincerely, Lynda Cross

